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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new learning methodology involving deep features and two-way metric learning for large,
extremely imbalanced face datasets where the number of minority classes and the imbalance ratio are both very
high. The problem arises because the faces of some celebrities, being more popular, are readily available in
social media and the internet, while the faces of some relatively lesser-known personalities are fewer in number.
Resampling being impractical in this scenario, we propose metric learning as the tool for mitigating the classimbalance problem prior to the classification stage. To reduce the computational overhead associated with
metric learning, we separately conduct weakly supervized metric learning with majority and minority class
subsets, a process that we call two-way metric learning. Transformation matrices learnt from the majority and
minority subsets are used to transform the entire input space twice. The test sample in the transformed space is
assigned the class of its nearest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input space. Deep features
derived from the state-of-the-art pre-trained deep network VGG-Face form the input space and the aggregate
cosine similarity measure is used to find the closest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input
space. Experiments on the benchmark LFW face database having 1680 classes of celebrity faces prove that the
proposed methodology is more effective than existing methods for the classification of large, extremely
imbalanced face datasets. The classification accuracies of the minority classes are especially found to be
boosted which is a rare accomplishment among existing methods for imbalanced learning in deep frameworks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this computer and mobile frenzy era, almost everything is getting digitized. The large amount of
data that is being generated by the use of such digital devices is creating a havoc and needs to be
analyzed, sorted and stored properly and judiciously. Social media platforms, like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Zoom, create a large amount of data and logs based upon the usage of the
account holder. Face recognition plays a crucial role in detecting and tagging the identity of a person
in social media. The users who are very active on social media have a large amount of data associated
with them, including images that reveal the identity of the individual. Such users constitute the
majority class in the learning framework. On the other hand, users who are less active contribute to
lesser data and fewer images that make automated face recognition a difficult task; such users
constitute the minority class. Face recognition from such imbalanced datasets, where the difference
between the volume of data between the majority and minority classes is very high, is indeed a
difficult task [1]-[2]. Learning from imbalanced data is a well-researched problem in data mining [3][4] with various solutions proposed ranging from resampling [5] and metric learning [6] to costsensitive learning [7]. Selective pruning of majority and minority samples is found helpful, especially
when some amount of overlapping is there between the majority and minority classes [8]. Most of the
proposed solutions are effective for the binary classification problem, but classification in the multiclass scenario with a highly imbalanced class distribution is still an open research problem [9].
Resampling techniques might work on small toy datasets popular in data mining, but while dealing
with a very large dataset comprising of faces derived from social media, consisting of more than a
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thousand classes and with a very high class-imbalance ratio (ratio of majority to minority population),
it is not considered a feasible solution [10].
Novel learning methodologies need to be devised for extremely imbalanced large face databases in
order to meet the computational overhead and at the same time improve the classification accuracy,
especially for the minority classes having inadequate number of samples to learn from. This is the
problem tackled in this paper and we choose metric learning [11] as the tool for transforming the
entire input space in order to reduce intra-class differences and increase the inter-class differences.
This is achieved by identifying two smaller subsets of the large imbalanced face dataset as the
majority and minority classes and performing metric learning using these two subsets. Metric learning
would be done in a weakly supervized fashion for both majority and minority subsets to learn the
distance metric which can be used to transform the entire input space prior to the classification stage.
The contributions made by this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. Metric learning with deep features is introduced as a viable tool for large extremely imbalanced
facial datasets having more than a thousand minority classes, for which resampling is not feasible.
2. To reduce the computational overhead associated with metric learning, a weakly supervized
learning scheme is devised, for which smaller-sized majority and minority class subsets are identified.
3. The entire input space is then transformed twice, once using the transformation matrix learnt from
the majority class subset and likewise from the minority class subset.
4. The aggregate cosine similarity measure is eventually used for the classification of the transformed
test sample by finding its closest neighbor in the training set of the twice-transformed input space.
5. Experiments on the large, extremely imbalanced LFW face database having 1680 classes, with large
disparity in class populations, yield effective classification, especially for the minority classes, a rare
accomplishment among existing methods for imbalanced learning in deep frameworks. The methods
proposed so far mostly concentrate on the performance of majority classes only and exclude the
minority classes in the learning process.
The further sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation for our
work and the proposed methodology. Section 3 analyzes the results of the experimentation and Section
4 outlines the conclusions and the future work.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Motivation and Brief Background
Deep neural networks have been used to classify large image datasets, such as ImageNet, and have
achieved excellent results [12]. However, they are computationally costly; it would take a long time to
setup and train the network for accurate predictions. Pre-trained deep networks trained on large
databases and fine-tuned on smaller datasets have been used successfully for complex computer vision
tasks, such as face recognition and age estimation [13]. Deep neural networks have, by themselves,
some inherent property of improving the scores of minority classes [14]. Pruning of the insignificant
features while passing them into the deep networks is a solution to ease out on the computation part
[15]. Resampling strategies prevalent in data mining are infeasible for very large, extremely
imbalanced image datasets due to the high computational complexity, as is the case in our current
work. We therefore, propose to use metric learning using sparse samples for transforming the input
space of the large, extremely imbalanced face dataset. Our work is motivated by prior works [2], [16][17], [18] that have applied metric learning to mitigate class imbalance for toy datasets. Application of
metric learning for large imbalanced datasets, however, requires a lot of computations and very few
works have addressed the problem. In our earlier work, which is a precursor of the current work [2],
we identified a majority subset of top-186 classes and learned the distance metric using a few samples
of each class of the majority subset. The result was an improvement in the performance of majority
classes. However, the improvement in the performance of the minority classes was only marginal. In
the current work, emphasis is on improving the performance of minority classes by devising a metric
learning scheme that would concentrate on the minority classes as well. Some of the earlier techniques
propose oversampling of the minority class for improving the performance [19]-[20]. However, this
solution is impractical in our case due to the presence of more than a thousand classes and the large
size of the dataset. The process pipeline for our method is described in the following sub-sections.
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2.2 Deep Feature Extraction from VGG-Face Deep Pre-trained Network
VGG-Face [22], FaceNet [24], DeepFace [25] and OpenFace [39] are a few state-of-the-art deep pretrained networks customized for face recognition. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [26] is
the core neural network of all these models. Because of the large number of hidden layers in their
architecture, they are referred to as deep networks. Parkhi et al. introduced the pre-trained network
VGG-Face in 2014 [22]. It is based on the VGG-16 [27] architecture which consists of 16
convolutional layers followed by a series of pooling and activation layers. The pre-trained network
originally trained on two million images is used to generate a 2622x1 feature embedding for each
image in our dataset, as shown in the VGG-Face model process flow recreated in Figure 1. The 2622dimensional feature vectors are further used, in our work, for metric learning and subsequent
classification by a suitable classifier.

Figure 1. VGG-Face model.

2.3 Metric Learning for Transformation of the Input Space
Various distance metric learning schemes have been proposed, in the past, that improved the
classification performance of imbalanced datasets. The aim is to transform the input space so as to
bring the samples of a class closer and push samples from different classes farther apart. Some of the
most prominent distance metric learning algorithms are based on the Mahalanobis distance that is
shown in Equation (1) for two feature vectors (x, y).
dm ( x , y )  ( x  y )T M ( x  y )

(1)

Here, M represents the positive semidefinite matrix that is to be estimated. It is similar to the
Euclidean distance in a different space or a linear projection of the distance between two points. One
of the most popular algorithms using the Mahalanobis distance metric is Large Margin Nearest
Neighbor (LMNN). Weinberger et al. developed LMNN in 2009 [23] and it has since become one of
the most widely used data space modification algorithms. It is a supervized metric learning algorithm
that may be used before the classification stage. Optimization problem involved is convex and simple
to solve. The cost function shown in Equation (2) is the one that must be minimized.
(2)
The loss function has two terms: one relates to the force that pulls samples from the same class closer
together, while the other refers to the force that pushes samples from other classes apart. The cost
function in (2) is a weighted sum of push and pull functions. The value of δ lies between 0 and 1. This
function's transformation matrix limits the margin between k-similar samples to a minimum and
maximizes the margin between samples of different classes. When the number of classes is
considerable, direct application of metric learning is not recommended due to the computational
complexity involved.
LMNN is based on the principle of bringing the samples belonging to the same class closer and
samples belonging to different classes are moved further apart, as illustrated in Figure 2. LMNN thus
brings about a global linear transformation of the input space that improves the classification of
distance-based classifiers, such as kNN. We use the cosine similarity measure in the classification
stage that follows the metric learning phase in the process pipeline. The cosine similarity measure
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between two feature vectors (x, y) is shown in Equation (3).
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of how LMNN attempts to bring similar & nearest k
samples closer and moves dissimilar samples further apart (k=3, as in original paper [23]).
Other examples of metric learning are Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA) [28], Metric
Learning for Kernel Regression (MLKR) [29], Information Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML) [30],
Least Squares Metric Learning (LSML) [31] and Sparse Discriminant Metric Learning (SDML) [32].
It was proved in a recent work that LMNN, NCA and MLKR yield the best performance for the kNN
classification of toy datasets having high imbalance ratio.

2.4 Methodology
The basic outline of the methodology used in our experiments is described next. We segregate the
majority and minority classes based upon the number of samples that each class contains. Figure 3
shows the class populations of the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) face dataset [21] used in our
experiments, that range from 530 to 2. The graph shows an extremely uneven population distribution.

Figure 3. Sorted class populations of the LFW dataset containing 1680 classes of celebrity faces.
As the number of minority classes is very high as compared to the majority classes in the extremely
imbalanced LFW dataset, we select a majority class subset and a minority class subset to perform
metric learning twice, one from the perspective of the majority class and the other from the
perspective of the minority class. This is the primary contribution of our work. We divided the classes
based on the class populations, as shown in Figure 4. We define the group of top-186 classes as the
majority class and the group of classes with 3, 4 or 5 samples per class as the minority class. To derive
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the top-186 classes, as per the procedure in our previous work [2], the class populations are sorted in
the decreasing order of their populations and a sum-based partitioning of the sorted class populations
yields the threshold as 186 as the lower boundary of the majority class in the LFW dataset. The classwise and sample-wise groupings are shown in the pie charts in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b),
respectively. It is noted from the pie chart in Figure 4 (a) that the number of minority classes having
less than or equal to 5 samples is more than 1300 out of the total available 1680 classes.
Total number of classes in each class
group for the LFW dataset

Total number of samples in each class
group for the LFW dataset

Majority class
(Top-186
classes)

Majority class
(Top-186
classes)

Rest of the
classes

Rest of the
classes

Minority class (3,
4, 5 samples)

Minority class
(3, 4, 5 samples)

2 samples per
class

2 samples per
class

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Grouping of the 1680 classes of LFW dataset into majority and minority classes (a) classwise distribution (b) sample-wise distribution.
Due to the computational complexity involved in metric learning, we have excluded the rest of the
classes having samples in the range of 6 to 8 and those having 2 samples from the metric learning
computations, since the number of such classes is large and inclusion of these two groups would
render metric learning computationally infeasible and impractical. The input space transformation
after learning the distance metric is, however, applied to the entire training space. Also, only a few
samples from each class are taken into consideration while performing metric learning to reduce the
computational expense. Our learning framework is thus an instance of weakly supervized learning.
The block diagram for our learning model is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Proposed model.
A deep neural network VGG-Face [22] that is pre-trained on two-million facial images is used to
generate the feature embeddings for the LFW face dataset. The gray input images of dimension 64x64
were given as input to the VGG-Face model and vector embeddings of dimension 2622x1 were
extracted as per the guidelines in the original paper of VGG-Face [22]. We perform metric learning for
both majority class and minority class subsets and get two different transformation metrics. We
considered only 3 samples per class from both subsets to reduce the computational cost, since a large
number of inter- and intra-class distances need to be calculated. The entire input space is divided into
two parts; i.e., training and testing based on alternate sampling and after that the entire training subset
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is transformed using both the minority class metric and majority class metric. We use Large Margin
Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) as the metric learning technique and it is based on the nearest neighbor
rule. The number of nearest neighbors is fixed as k=3, which is the same as given in the original paper
of LMNN proposed by Weinberger et al. in 2009 [23]. For the minority classes having fewer than 3
samples in the training set, all the samples in the training set are included. The number of neighbors is
to be kept small, since a large number of distances, both inter- and intra-class, need to be calculated,
which is computationally expensive. The final step would be the classification stage in which the class
label of the test sample has to be determined. For each test sample, we transform it using both the
distance metrics and in each case, compute the cosine similarity with each sample in the training set of
the transformed input space. The two cosine similarity vectors are summed up and the training sample
corresponding to the maximum aggregate cosine similarity is selected as the closest neighbor in the
training space; its class label is assigned to the test sample.

3. RESULTS
The experiments were performed on the publicly available dataset Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW)
developed in 2007 by Huang et al. [21]. It is today a benchmark in the field of facial recognition that is
used for training several state-of-the-art pre-trained networks for face recognition. It is a highly
imbalanced dataset consisting of 1680 celebrity classes with George W. Bush having the maximum
number of samples (=530) and Michel Duclos having the minimum number of samples (=2). Only
those celebs were selected who have two or more than two samples and the celebs with only one
sample were discarded from our experiments. Out of the 1680 selected celebs, 1369 celebs have <=5
samples, as verified from the pie charts in Figure 4, which proves that the minority classes outnumber
the majority classes in the LFW dataset.
We extracted the deep features using the pre-trained VGG-Face model, as discussed in Section 2. The
gray-scale images were resized to dimensions 64x64. The pre-trained model generated the 2622dimensional feature embeddings which were further fed to the learning module. The dataset was
divided into majority and minority class subsets as explained in Section 2 and two-way metric learning
was performed using these two subsets. The transformation matrices generated were used to transform
the entire input space twice, separately. The cosine similarity measure was used to find the closeness
of the test sample to a training sample in both the transformed spaces; this was followed by a simple
summation of the cosine similarity measures.
The dataset was divided into training and testing sets by alternate sampling. In case of odd number of
samples n, the training set contained (n+1)/2 samples and the test set contained (n-1)/2 samples. Crossvalidation is done by swapping the training and test sets. The results - Accuracy, F1-score and AUC
scores obtained from ROC curves, are compiled in Table 1 for both Validation (V) and CrossValidation (CV). We compared the performance of our method with that of existing methods: HOG +
SVM [33], HOG+ Cosine similarity [34], HOG + Metric learning with majority class [2], VGG-Face
+ SVM [37], VGG-Face + Cosine similarity [38] and VGG-Face + Metric learning with majority class
[36]. The proposed method outperformed all existing methods in terms of accuracy, F1-score and
AUC scores as observed from Table 1. The scores are overall on the lower side due to the inclusion of
the entire set of 1680 classes including the 779 minority classes with only 2 samples per class of which
one sample is used for training and one sample for testing. Most of the earlier experiments on LFW
dataset report results only for the majority classes that have at least 10 samples following the face
verification protocol in the LFW technical report in [21]. The minority classes are excluded from
previous works, since they contribute to class imbalance and deteriorate the overall performance. The
state-of-the-art deep networks need a large number of training samples per class for efficient
classification [35].
We also compared the current results with that of the weakly supervized metric learning scheme using
majority classes [36] by substituting the traditional HOG features in [2] with VGG-Face deep features.
We have used an Intel i5 dual core processor clocked at 2.7 GHz and python 3.7 software platform to
perform the experiments. The system took half an hour each to learn the distance metrics for both
majority and minority subsets. The classification took only a few minutes to execute. The deep
features were found to outperform the HOG features, as observed from the classification scores in
Table 1. The corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figure 6. A comparison of models that classify
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VGG-Face deep features from the ROC graph in Figure 6 (a) reveals that two-way metric learning
prior to classification improves the performance scores. Figure 6 (b) compares our method on two
other deep features other than VGG-Face; i.e., FaceNet [24] and OpenFace [39]. The FaceNet model
performs better than VGG-Face for the proposed two-way metric learning scheme.
Table 1. Performance comparison of various methods on the LFW dataset.
AUC

F1-score

Accuracy

Method
V

CV

V

CV

V

CV

HOG + SVM [33]

0.528

0.523

0.059

0.053

28.7%

27.4%

HOG + Cosine Similarity [34]

0.544

0.541

0.078

0.076

21.5%

19.1%

HOG + LMNN metric learning with
majority subset [2]

0.556

0.554

0.1006

0.097

26.8%

24.6%

VGG-Face + SVM [37]

0.654

0.635

0.287

0.263

55.4%

51.1%

VGG-Face + Cosine similarity [38]

0.689

0.675

0.342

0.329

55.4%

51.9%

VGG-Face + LMNN metric learning with
majority subset [36]

0.697

0.681

0.355

0.339

57%

53.6%

VGG-Face + Two-way metric learning
(proposed)

0.705

0.689

0.372

0.356

58.5%

54.8%

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. ROC graphs for (a) classification based on VGG-Face deep features by various
methods, (b) classification based on VGG-Face, FaceNet and OpenFace deep features for the
proposed two-way metric learning scheme.
Some of the class-wise accuracies are shown in Figure 7 for the majority and minority classes to
understand the impact of our two-way metric learning scheme as opposed to a scenario where there is
no metric learning and the deep features extracted from VGG-Face are learned directly by the
classification framework. The cosine similarity measure is the classifier. As observed, Figure 7 shows
a consistent performance for all majority classes for the two-way metric learning scheme which is at
par with VGG-Face + SVM. However, for the minority classes with 3, 4, 5 samples per class, a
significant improvement in accuracy was recorded, with the accuracies jumping from 0% to 50% and
above, for most of the minority classes.
The 2-sample classes showed a higher performance than VGG-Face+SVM. The category of classes
tagged as “Rest” contain about 6 to 8 samples each. The performance of this set of classes was found
improved over VGG-Face+Cosine similarity and VGG-Face+LMNN, though the performance was
marginally lower than that of VGG-Face+SVM.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Performance comparison of majority class (top-186 classes), minority class (3, 4, 5
samples), 2-sample classes, rest of the classes (with samples in the range 6 to 8), with and
without metric learning for (a) validation and (b) cross-validation experiments.
(*LMNN was used as metric learning method).
Some success cases and failure cases for the proposed method are shown in Figure 8. The success
cases shown are examples when metric learning proved to be useful for the classification. The failure
cases are those which were not classified by our method. Figure 9 shows the comparison between
NCA, LMNN and MLKR metric learning schemes for the proposed methodology of two-way metric
learning with deep features. The classification accuracies achieved for the top-10 majority classes are
shown for all three metric learning schemes.
It is noted that LMNN significantly outperforms NCA and MLKR in terms of classification
accuracies. LMNN involves minimization of the distance between each training sample and its k
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Allyson Felix
(5 samples)

Chanda Rubin
(5 samples)

Ricky Santorum
(4 samples)

Testing sample

Training sample

Ai Sugiyama
(5 samples)

(a)
Jerry Falwell
(2 samples)

Chuck Yeager
(2 samples)

Michelle_Rodriguez
(2 samples)

Testing sample

Training sample

Michel Duclos
(2 samples)

(b)
Figure 8. (a) Some success cases of the proposed method, where VGG-Face features without
metric learning could not classify the faces and (b) Some failure cases of the proposed method.

Figure 9. Performance comparison of top-10 majority classes of LFW for different metric
learning techniques NCA, MLKR and LMNN.
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nearest neighbors belonging to the same class while pushing the differently labelled samples farther
apart. LMNN thus projects the input space into metric space in such a way that the inter-class
similarities could be measured more accurately.
The primary contribution of our work as compared to our previous work and other works in literature
is the improvement of accuracy of the minority classes. The challenge, here, was the existence of more
than a thousand minority classes containing sparse samples, rendering metric learning a difficult task.
On comparison with other methods, especially VGG-Face+SVM, we observe that though the accuracy
of the majority class was comparable, the accuracy of the minority class significantly improved over
all existing methods.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel learning methodology for large, extremely imbalanced face databases is proposed in this
paper that involves deep features and two-way metric learning. LMNN is the metric learning scheme
used. Deep features are extracted from the VGG-Face pre-trained model that is trained on two-million
facial images. Majority and minority class subsets are identified based on the class population. Metric
learning is applied twice, once for the majority subset and the second time for the minority subset. The
closeness of the test sample from each training sample in the twice-transformed input space is
measured using the sum of the cosine similarities computed in the two cases. The class of the closest
training sample, in both the transformed spaces taken together, is assigned as the class of the test
sample. Metric learning is known to transform the input space to bring samples of a class closer
together. Two-way metric learning introduced in our scheme aims to improve the classification scores,
especially for the minority classes, since it brings the few samples in the minority class closer together.
Experiments were conducted on the LFW face dataset containing more than a thousand minority
classes and the classification scores achieved indicate that the proposed learning technique is more
effective than the existing methods for the classification of large, extremely imbalanced face datasets.
The LFW dataset, to the best of our knowledge, is the largest extremely imbalanced dataset available
for face recognition which is the central theme of this paper. Our method can be easily adapted to
other datasets having different scales of imbalance.
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:ملخص البحث
تقترررررر الوررررررهجلة تعلرررررردل تتضمرررررردلت عمررررررالتّعررررررّ لتت رررررر م ل رررررر ل مقرررررردل ة ررررررت م عال ةلة م
طرررررر عق ْم ل
ض ت ررررر لة تم لررررر لة ت عمقررررردللت ممررررر لة تترررررتجلة تررررر لتت ممررررر لل مررررر دل رررررّم ل رررررّملةالتمررررر ةنل
نل
ل رررررّملةالتمررررر ةنل تمررررر ةنلترررررّة ل تتررررر لة ررررر عدل ررررر ل مل.حمررررر ل رررررّأللةيةرررررت لةيلعمررررردل رررررّم
تمتةةرررررر لةالتت رررررر ل ة لت لرررررر للمت رررررر ل
ل ررررررولة تتررررررتجلةي ورررررر ل ررررررمت ل تررررررتةا لارررررر ل
م
اررررردللّعتررررردل لررررر م لوررررر ل لررررر م ل رررررّألة ل ينل ررررر أل لت ررررر م لة ممتررررر لاررررر ل
ترررررتجلة م ارررررم لة
ظرررر م لوررررهةلة أررررمت ععتل رررر ن ل مرررر ل عرررر م لاالترررر للقترررر الة ررررت م عمالة قم رررر ل ألة ل عت فمرررر ل رررر ل رررر عدل
رررررررّملةالتمررررررر ةنلاررررررر لةيةرررررررت للتررررررر ل حعررررررردلة تمارررررررتم ل عتقعمررررررر ل ررررررر لت عفررررررردلة أررررررر ل ل
للرررررات ة لة رررررلت م عمالة قم ررررر لة ةلررررر لل ررررر ل- ة تتطررررردللررررر ت م عمالة قم ررررر للقرررررتمل–ل ررررر ل تفاررررر
ضرررررر م ل عرررررربل ض ت رررررر لة تم لرررررر لة ف مرررررردلةي عتمرررررردل ةيلعمررررررد لارررررر ل عمرررررردللأرررررر مت لة ررررررت م عمال
ة قم رررررر ل ةلة طرررررر ع ْقم ل لررررررّل ثتترررررر لة تضررررررر عال عرررررربل ض ت رررررردلة تم لرررررر لة ت مرررررردل ت ممررررررر ل
)لةرررررررتف ل ررررررر لة تترررررررتجل منلة تتضمررررررردلة قت حررررررردل لررررررر ل1680 لة تررررررر لت رررررررت لLFWة تتررررررر ل
م
لةنلأللمررررردلة تمارررررتم ل ةرررررت لةيلعممررررردلةعتف ررررر ل
وررررر لا عمررررردل ق علررررردللررررر ط قلة ق رررررد لحمررررر
عررررربلل رررررتلنررررر د ل ورررررتل لضررررر للررررر ألعلاررررر ل ررررر قلتارررررتم ل ض ت ررررر لة تم لررررر لة ت رررررّ ل
عبلة ت م عمال م لة تتة نلة مق
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